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January 30, 1981

Professor Gaza Lauter
School of Government and Business Administration
George Washington University
Washington, D.C. 20052

Dear Gesa,

I enclose a Sh t curriculum vitae for Professor Ber end. I hope that it
will serve the purpose. Please let me know of the developments.

Yours sincerely,

nclosure Bela Balassa



Dr..van T. Berend

Dr. Berend is e professor of economics at the Karl Marx University.
Between 1970-1978 he was the Rector (Chancellor) of the University. Pilo to
that he was head of the Division of Long Term Planning at the National
Planning Office.

Dr. Berend is one of the outstanding Hungarian econaoists. He is well
respected in the West and has received several invitations to teach and to
lecture. Dr. BeRend was a visiting professor for a semester at the Univeristy
of California (Berkeley) in 1978 and at the University of Oxford, England in
1979.

Dr. Berend hoe written widely on a variety of economic topie including
the Hungarian economic reform. Be published an article in English on
Regulatiota of Economic Growth' in the volume Reform of the Economic

Machani in Hungary (Budapest 1972). More recently he reviewed the
experience with the the economic reform in "Ten Years: A Balance Sheet"
Valos&E (Reality) 1978 (7) and "Hungarian Road in the 19709" Ko1ga8dasni
Szemli (Economic Review) 1980 (7-8).



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery, VFD January 30, 1981

Bela Balassa, DRC

John R. Dunning

I encloat a copy of a letter frms John H. Dunning wbe is the foremost
expert on international direct ivstment and on multinational corporations in

FaglAnd. Should we wiab to do work on tbeso subjects, I would recannand that

we invite him.

Enclosure
snalassatne



* ulty of Letters
Department of Economics and Social Sciences

Professor J. H. Dunn ing
Head of Department University of Reading

Whiteknights
Reading
RG6 2AA

Telephone: 0734 85123

30 October 1980

Professor B. Balassa,
World Bank,
1818 H Street N.W.,
Washington D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

Dear Bela,

Greetings from England.

I have just been looking through the 1980 catalog of the World Bank
publications and note there is comparatively little published material on

the impact of international direct investment and NNEs on development.
As you know most of my research (apart from that for the UN) has been on
MNEs in developed countries, but recently I have been interested in
relating my eclectic model to patterns of economic development (a la Chenery)
and in explaining the interaction between production financed by foreign
direct investment and such patterns of development. Some exploratory
thoughts an these issues are set out in the attached 'green back' and I
am proposing to develop these ideas for some lectures I shall be giving
in the US next year.

I have never spent any time working at the World Bank and I'm wondering
whether there would be any interest in my visiting Washington in the latter
part of 1981 or sometime in 1982 to work on the general subject of the
interaction between international production (production financed by fdi,
and/or other forms of resource transference?) and the structure of economic
development. Alternatively, if a visit is not feasible, would the Bank
consider commissioning a research project (or paper) in this area? I'm
writing to you, because, of the senior people working at the Bank, you best
know my work and are yourself doing closely allied research.

I hope all is well with you. We have not so far had the pleasure of
welcoming you to Reading. Perhaps on your next visit to Europe we could
arrange for you to stop over a day or two at the University. We could help

towards your travelling expenses - at least within Europe - and offer you

a modest honorarium for a seminar.

Kindest regards,

John H. Dunning

encl.



LD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Mr. Frederick Jaspersen, LC2 January 31, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRCN

SUBJECT:
Adjustment Experience and Growth Prospects of the NICs

1. In the following, I will concentrate on 
questions relating to the use

of the Salter-Corden methodology in your 
paper. This methodology separates

changes in the level of domestic absorption (aggregate 
expenditure) and output

from switching between tradeables and non-tradeables in absorption 
and in

output. It can be applied to decompose changes 
in the resource balance that

occur over time.

2. The methodology can also find application 
in examining adjustment to

external shocks if the shocks occur in one period and adjustment in the

next. One may then consider changes in the resource balance in the second

period as reflecting the effects of policy responses 
to the external shocks of

the first period. In fact, however, external shocks and policy responses

occur simultaneously, with their relative magnitudes and effects varying over

time. Correspondingly, the methodology needs to be modified to allow for this

eventuality.

3. In the event of simultaneous external 
shocks and policy responses to

these shocks, one should compare the balance-of-payments 
effects of external

shocks, in the form of terms of trade effects, with changes in the resource

balance that are due to the terms of trade change itself and to other factors

subsumed under policy responses. This, in turn, requires the disaggregation

of "autonomous" absorption in your tables by separating the effects 
on

absorption of changes in domestic output 
from those of the terms of trade

change. These effects, incidentally, should be considered induced 
rather than

autonomous, and equation (6) in Annex I should be re-interpreted to 
allow for

the fact that a deterioration of the terms 
of trade will reduce, and rise in

domestic output will increase, absorption.

4. The Salter-Corden methodology cannot handle, 
however, external shocks

due to the slowdown of foreign demand for the 
country's exports (export volume

effects, in my terminology). Rather, these effects are included under output

switching, which is taken to represent 
the effects of domestic policies. This

is a serious shortcoming as export volume 
effects have assumed increased

importance over time relative to terms of trade effects in oil-importing

developing countries, and they represent the only form of adverse 
external

shocks in the case of countries where the 
terms of trade improved after 1973.

5. A further consideration that while switching 
effects are measured as

deviations of actual from hypothetical 
values, the latter being derived under

the assumption of equi-proportionate changes 
in tradeables and non-tradeables,

the growth effect - and its impact on absorption - is measured as absolute

changes over the previous period. This would be appropriate only if 
the

entire change in GNP could be attributed 
to domestic policies. A more

appropriate assumption is that only 
changes in the growth rate of GNP 

have

been due to policy actions.



6. Reference should further be made to differences 
in the treatment of

output effects in the Salter-Corden methodology and my own. Under my

methodology, the positive balance-of-payments effects 
of increases in the

output of tradeable goods are included under 
exports and import substitution

effects while the impact of higher GNP on imports is shown with 
a negative

sign. Although the latter is subsumed under your induced absorption effects,

you are led to the incorrect policy conclusion that 
reducing growth rates

would be an inappropriate way to deal with the balance-of-payments effects of

external shocks. Yet, a switching policy (devaluation) will 
generally have to

be accompanied by disinflationary policy in order to get the desired

improvement in the balance of payments.

7. The discussion of the individual country cases in 
your paper makes only

limited use of the empirical results derived by the 
use of the Salter-Corden

methodology, with two or three paragraphs 
devoted to them in a text of 20 to

30 pages. While it may be difficult to interpret e.g. the 
large year-to-year

variations in autonomous absorption in Brazil and Uruguay, in expenditure

switching in Brazil, Korea, and Turkey, and in output switching in Korea 
and

Turkey, an attempt should be made to explain the 
results in terms of exchange

rate changes and the macroeconomic policies followed. 
I would further suggest

replacing the estimates of annual changes by changes 
from a base period, such

as 1971-73, as I have done. Apart from reducing the year-to-year variability

of the results, this would increase the comparability of 
the two sets of

estimates.

8. The estimates should be presented in current 
as well as in constant

prices, linking them to national income and balance 
of payments statistics and

indicating the implications of differences in the deflators used for the

various items. The same procedure should be followed in 
regard to the

decomposition of changes in the output of 
traded goods, where one wonders how

data on "non-exported exportables" have been 
derived as national income and

sectoral production statistics do not provide 
such information.

cc: Recipients of Mini-WDR

Chief Economists

BBalassa:nc



WORLD BANK/ INTER.NATIONAL FiNANCE 10dORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert Cassen, WDRIV DATE: January 31, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Mini-WDR

1. It was a very good idea to circulate a mini-WDR for comments, so as to

get the discussion going before the report jells. My comments concern Part I

and the section on interdependence in Part II.

The Setting

2. This is a weak section that is entirely backward-looking. It should be

combined with the subsection "General questions" (pp. 12-16) that looks

forward to the 80's. In so doing, emphasis should be given to similarities

and differences as between the situation following the 1973-74 and the 1979-80

oil price increases.

3. As far as the industrial countries are concerned, differences in the

policies applied during the two periods deserve emphasis. Deflationary

policies were stronger in 1974-75 than to-day, deepening the recession and

leading to the elimination of the collective current account deficit of the

industrial countries. The recession was shallower this time and I question

the validity of pessimistic forecasts concerning an extremely slow recovery.

4. Differences in the policies applied relate to the apparent acceptance

by the industrial countries of a continuing current account deficit, thereby

reducing the financing requirements of the non-oil developing countries. At

the same time, I do not share the fears expressed about increased

protectionism against the developing countries. If this did not happen in

1980, at the trough of the recession, it is unlikely to occur during the

expansionary phase.

5. A lesser degree of deflation, together with greater wage moderation,
have had a differential impact on profits and investment in the two periods.

The profit squeeze observed in 1974-75 has not occurred this time around, and

the burden of the slowdown has been shared between investment and consumption

rather than being carried by investment alone as was the case in 1974-75.

These results, together with the rise of investment activity in recent years,
will have beneficial effects on economic growth in the industrial countries in

the future.

6. I question the validity of the statement that "OPEC surpluses are

almost certain to remain at a higher level and for a longer period of time

than occurred the first time" (p. 14). For one thing, supply-demand

conditions may not lead to continued increases in oil prices in real terms as

predicted in the report. For another thing, one should not underestimate the

prospective expansion of expenditures in the OPEC countries. Several of these

countries have established the infrastructure on which they now plan to build,
not to speak of military expenditures. Saudi Arabia alone plans civilian

expenditure of $250 billion in its Five Year Plan, which may rise to $400

billion if defense spending is taken into account. And, one should recall the

fate of the projections of a growing OPEC surplus after 1974.
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Country Experience

7. More attention should be given in the report to the policies followed

by different groups of countries and one should eschew 
a deterministic view of

country experiences and prospects. It is too easily forgotten, for example,

that several of the "fast growing better off countries" (p. 6) were poor two

decades ago. This is illustrated in Table 1 which shows some of the shifts in

relative standing that have occurred.

8. In the discussion of adjustment by country groups at 
different income

levels, use may be made of the results of the OECD Development Centre study I

distributed last December. The study shows that, a small group of low-income

mineral producers apart, developing country groups other than the NICs did not

adjust to external shocks after 1973 but relied 
on foreign capital instead.

On the whole, these groups lost export market shares and the lower income

groups also experienced negative import substitution. 
This is shown in Table

2 where Group I includes the NICs (lB excludes Mexico and Portugal); Group II

and III are relatively industrialized developing countries exporting

agricultural and mineral products, respectively; Groups IV and V are less

industrialized developing countries exporting agricultural 
and mineral

products (IVA excludes India); and Group VI includes the least developed

countries.

9. The question arises as to whether adjustment could be postponed any

further. While according to the report, "market capital is readily available

albeit at high rates" (p. 13), there may not be ready lenders to countries

that continue to refuse adjustment. With prospects for early IDA

replenishment being poor, the availability of concessional aid to low income

countries may also be limited.

10. In view of these considerations, an appropriate theme for the report

may be the need for domestic adjustment through policy 
reform. The

recommendations could be buttressed by the example of countries that have made

successful adjustment, with favorable growth performance, after 1973 cf. my

"The Newly Developing Countries After the Oil Crisis" (October 29, 1980) and

"Policy Responses to External Shocks in Less Developed Countries" (March 30,

1981).

11. In the discussion of the experience of the various groups of developing

countries, differences in policies and performance should be emphasized. This

comment applies in particular to Low (and Middle Income) Africa, where the

policy differences are more important than the similarities. 
Also, 'revival

in the form of the acceleration of "development efforts through increased

public sector investment programs" (pp. 17-18) has proved to be

counterproductive in this region as "the productivity of public investment ...

has been low and may be falling in some cases" (p. 19).

12. In Low Income Southeast Asia, one should note the absence of a genuine

export promotion effort and the lack of consistent policies by successive

governments in India. Unless a clear policy is adopted, entailing substantial

reforms, the report's optimistic assessment of India's economic prospects will

prove to be wrong.
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13. The discussion of adjustment in Selected Middle Income Primary

Producers needs substantial revision. Inclusive of the effects of increased

import prices on its trade deficit, Egypt suffered adverse rather than

favorable external shocks. It was nevertheless able to attain rapid economic

growth by doubling the rate of investment. Colombia, in turn, did not utilize

the possibilities offered by favorable external shocks to accelerate the rate

of economic growth as it failed to raise investment shares. Nor can Egypt be

considered a resource rich economy.

14. The parallel drawn between Turkey and Thailand, and the contrast 
with

the Philippines, are off the mark. Thailand adjusted to external shocks

through export promotion and import substitution while Turkey relied on

foreign borrowing. Thailand also compares favorably with the Philippines that

utilized additional net external financing in response to external shocks

rather than domestic adjustment. As a result, debt service and external debt

ratios increased much more rapidly in the Philippines, although Thailand

suffered considerable declines in service earnings and private transfers 
after

the ending of the Vietnam war. Finally, while the Philippines had a slightly

higher investment share than Thailand, its GNP growth rate was lower due to

high incremental capital-output ratios that reflect an import substitution

orientation as against Thailand's export orientation. In fact, the rise in

the ICOR partly offset the effects of higher investment shares on 
economic

growth in the Philippines.

15. In the case of the Newly Industrializing Developing Countries, emphasis

should be given to their successful adjustment to external shocks. As shown

in Table 2, export expansion and import substitution gave rise to negative

additional net external financing in 1978. At the same time, emphasis should

be given to differences in the policy performance of the NICs. Here again,

the discussion would need substantial revision.

16. One cannot explain the lack of adjustment in Turkey by "a difficult

domestic political situation" (p. 52). Nor can Brazil's present difficulties

be attributed to the second oil price increase; they have been due in large

part to the policies followed. And finally, rather than political

uncertainties preventing a timely response to the second oil price increase,

Korea's poor economic performance since 1978 is explained by the inappropriate

policies adopted towards the end of President Park's reign.

17. Also, it is incorrect to say that "most of the newly industrialized

developing countries have attempted to increase their exports to offset the

decline in their terms of trade" (p. 55). Brazil, Israel, and Yugoslavia

moved towards import substitution after 1973 and Argentina and Turkey did

little to increase their exports.

18. Finally, the statement, according to which "the experience of many of

the NICs indicated that reduction of growth of output was not necessary for

bringing about improvement in the balance of payments" (p. 56), is far over-

simplified. Thus, Taiwan, Singapore, and Chile accepted a temporary decline

in GNP for the sake of subsequent rapid expansion. At the same time, foreign

borrowing to avoid a slowdown has proved counterproductive in cases where the

proceeds were used for consumption and inefficient investment.
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19. The inclusion of Peru among Oil Exporting Developing Countries is not

warranted as Peru was a net oil importer until 1977; nor did Mexico export oil

in substantial quantities until 1977. At any rate, the comparison between

Mexico and Peru, on the one hand, and Indomesia and Nigeria, on the other, is

of limited interest, given the differences in their economic structure.

Trade Performance and Prospects

20. Comparisons of data for the 60's and the 70's will not be appropriate

for indicating adjustment to external shocks. Also, the 6.7 percent reported

growth rate of manufactured exports from the developing to the industrial

countries (p. 75) is incorrect. GATT statistics show a growth rate of 10.5

percent for 1973-78, with larger increases in 1970-73 as well as in 1979.

21. As regards "positive adjustment" in Japan, it should be noted that the

volume of Japanese imports of manufactured goods from the developing countries

declined in absolute terms between 1973 and 1977 and increased only

afterwards. This contrasts with rapid increases in both the US and the EEC.

In turn, notwithstanding the MFA, the developed countries' imports of textiles

and clothing from the LDCs rose at an average annual rate of 7.7 percent

between 1973 and 1978 with larger increases in 1979.

22. The discussion of the political mechanisms of trade relations is too

rudimentary in its present form to be of much interest. The discussion also

disregards evidence for several industries where losses to consumers exceed

gains to producers several times. Finally, the new non-tariff codes will help

to reduce the "technical" barriers to trade.

Interdependence

23. The statements on pump-priming and recycling are correct. At the same

time, transferring resources to the LDCs as against using them domestically

will not be the relevant choice if deflationary policies are applied. Thus,

the 1974-75 recession would have been deeper without increased exports to non-

oil LDCs. Furthermore, there are gains to both parties through the

exploitation of comparative advantages and the beneficial effects of increased

manufactured exports on LDC growth.

cc: Recipients of Mini-OWDR
BBalassa:nc

T
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Table 1

Per Capita GNP for Selected Developing Countries
(in 1978 dollars)

1960 1978 Growth Rate

US$ Rank US$ Rank 1960-78

Jamaica 777 1 1110 4 2.0

Turkey 592 2 1200 2 4.0

Malaysia 547 3 1090 5 3.9

Ivory Coast 539 4 840 8 2.5

Peru 518 5 740 9 2.0

Colombia 500 6 850 7

Taiwan 443 8 1400 1 6.6

Morocco 430 7 670 10 2.5

Ghana 427 9 390 16 -0.5

Tunisia 409 10 950 6 4.8

Zambia 394 11 480 13 1.2

Senegal 365 12 340 18 -0.4

Korea 349 13 1160 3 6.9

Liberia 322 14 460 14 2.0

Philippines 321 15 510 11 2.6

Sudan 314 16 320 20 0.1

Cameroon 275 17 460 14 2.9

Kenya 223 18 330 19 2.2

Thailand 218 19 490 12 4.6

Egypt 217 20 390 16 3.3

Source: World Development Report, 1980, Table 1.



TABLE 2

TiHE I*:LATIVE fMP0RTAN(: OF POLICY tE:oN:' 1 N MIEVTING THE
hAT.ANCE-0F"- 'AYMIT1 i CT:1 OF EXTERNAL l10CKS

Add it I onal [let Ex torna l F"inanc ing/ Import Substi tution/7fi'ec ts of

1 Fects otF Exte rnal 'Aiocks External Shocks

19/4-75 19/6-77 1918 1976'-77 197'-7 1976-7'/ 1978 1976-77

Group Avvraj'u Avera j - - Average Average Average Averajpi

(il percuit ) (inl perucen i.)

I A 86.6 18.11 -11.9 54.- 12.2 118.3 55.6 2h.

'1 82.5 11.8 -17.1 48.7 15.5 12.7 1111.11 28.5

1 151.5 14. / 1-.2 148.0 -39.6 -38.() -34.8 - 8.7

III 76.3 76.8 7.3 76.6 -21.1 -7.5 -14.3 -12.3

IV A 87.4 -101 .7* 269.0 1!3.2 7.6 143.9-' -119.1

135.6 244.5 21(>.3 171.9 -21.5 -99.9 -1Y2.8 - /

V 15.7 -16.1 -- -2.6 68.5 104.0 -- 89.0

V-T 121.8 113.0 143.8 119.5 25.5 97.5 -1.1

[icrease in Ixport Market 'hares/ Import Effects of Lower GDP Growih

Effects of External 8hocks H ates/Effects of External Shocks

T A -, .6 -2.1 10.0 -3.4 5.8 35.4 52.3 19.>

11 -3.1 5.1 13.4 0.8 5.3 1,0.4 59.I 2'.0

II -7.2 3.5 8.4 -1.2 -4.7 .- 10.9 -9.8 -8.?

II 3/7.4 16.8 23.5 24.1 7.4 15.9 16.5 11.7

TV A -1.3 104.2-! -61.8 -37.9 6.3 -J16.O 11.8 24.11

-15.2 -53.3 -10.8 -28.0 1.1 8.7 7.3 3.7

V "2.3 -73.5 -- -55.0 15.0 85.3 -- 68.6

VI -18.0 -136.4 -58.5 -71.6 0.8 25.9 15.5 7.5

The ef'fects of external shocks were favorable In .this period and hence have a negative sign.



.ORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CO ATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
IO: Files DATE: January 30, 1981

FP01M: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Back-to-Office Report, Morocco, December 29, 1980 - January 5,1981

1. I went to Morocco to review the progress of the research project on the

Industrial Incentive System in Morocco and to have discussions on proposed

reforms of export incentives and the industrial investment code. Memoranda

incorporating my recommendations in these reform proposals have been

transmitted to the government, and I have discussed the recommendations with

Mr. Gessous, Minister of Industry and Mr. Jouahri, Director of Economic

Affairs in the Prime Minister's Office, Copies of the memoranda are enclosed.

2. The reform proposals on export incentives and the industrial investment

code have been prepared by Brendan Horton and his team who carry out the

research project on the industrial incentive system. The preparation and the

extensive discussion of the proposals has necessitated delays in the

completion of the research project that is now planned for December 1981.

cc: Messrs. Chaufournier,EMNVP; Bart, EM2; Picciotto, EMP; M.Carter, EM2; Zaidan,

Dubey, EMNVP; Asfour, EM2; Guerard, EM2 Ettori, EMP

DPS Directors ,DRC Senior Staff, Messrs. Tolbert, IDF; Westphal, DED, Pursell, DRC

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc



THE PROMOTION OF EXPORTS IN MOROCCO

*
Bela Balassa

In manufacturing industries, export promotion is necessary in Morocco in

order to ensure rapid and equilibrated industrial growth. The development of

manufacturing industries has so far been largely characterized by import

substitution that has involved increasing costs in the confines of the narrow

domestic market. At the same time, with considerable profits made in selling

in the highly-protected domestic market and the increased overvaluation of the

currency, there has been little incentive to export. Correspondingly, the

growth of industrial exports has been slow and Morocco has lost market shares

to other developing countries after 1973.

The exports of agricultural products have also suffered the adverse

effects of import protection, the appreciation of the exchange rate in real

terms (i.e. after adjustment made for changes in relative prices), and the low

prices paid to farmers. Morocco's major agricultural exports have declined as

a result, contributing to the deterioration of the balance of payments.

In the following, consideration will briefly be given to improvements

that may be made in the export promoting measures presently applied, including

export credits and export insurance, temporary admissions and drawbacks, tax

measures, foreign exchange allocation, and information and administrative

procedures in general. Subsequently, alternative ways of providing additional

export incentives will be examined.

I. Improvements in Existing Export Promotion Measures

Export Credits and Export Insurance

Under the present system of export credits, firms can rediscount their

export bills at preferential rates. They are also supposed to receive

preferential loans for export production (pre-financing), but these are in

practice limited to a considerable extent. It would be desirable to extend

the system of pre-financing and to give commercial banks greater freedom in

providing loans for this purpose. There would also be need for establishing a

system of medium-term credits, so as to encourage the exportation of durable

goods and construction abroad, in competition with foreign firms that enjoy

such facilities. There are possibilities for these exports in Africa and in

the Middle East, in particular.

Medium-term export financing would need to be combined with the extension

of the existing export insurance scheme to cover medium-term transactions.

* The author is Professor of Political Economy at the Johns Hopkins

University and Consultant at the World Bank. This note expresses his views on

questions of export promotion in Morocco discussed in "Note sur la promotion

des exportations au Maroc," prepared at the Ministere du Commerce, de

L'Industrie, de la Marine Marchande et des aeches Maritimes, Direction de

L'Industrie.
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The export insurance scheme should further be revised to provide reimbursement

up to 80 percent of export value, as it is done in most other countries, in

the place of the present limitation of the reimbursed amount to thirty times

the premium paid.

Temporary Admissions and Drawbacks

The system of temporary admissions of imported inputs used in export

production is now applied to a predetermined list of export products. It

would be desirable to generalize the application of temporary admissions to

all exports, replacing the system of drawbacks that is more costly to the firm

and involves considerable delays. The system of "exportation prealable,"

permitting the duty-free importation of inputs in replacement of the inputs

that have actually been used in export production, reduces but does not

eliminate these difficulties as the duties had to be paid before production

for export was undertaken.

It would also be desirable to extend the application of temporary

admissions to imported inputs used in the domestic manufacture of products

that undergo further transformation before exporting. This system, used to

good effect in Korea and Taiwan, extends the privilege of duty-free entry to

indirect exporters (for example, the domestic producers of textile fabrics

used in producing clothing for export can import thread and yarn duty free).

Tax Measures

Exporters are exempted from indirect taxes on their inputs and are not

liable for indirect taxes on export sales. These privileges are also enjoyed

by the domestic producers of inputs used in export production, 
inasmuch as

they can deduct the taxes paid on their own inputs from the total tax bill.

The operation of the system is satisfactory, although administrative

simplifications could usefully be made.

Exporters are further exempted from corporate income taxes on the 
portion

of profits presumed to be derived from exporting, calculated on the assumption

of equal profitability in domestic and in export sales. This assumption may

not be fulfilled in practice, and it is conceivable that the exemption will

encourage exporting at a loss as long as this loss is more than offset by tax

savings on profits derived from production for domestic markets.

Such a possibility is likely to represent an extreme case, however. At

the same time, income tax exemptions were used to good effect at earlier

stages of export promotion in Korea and Taiwan; they are presently applied in

the United States, in the form of the so-called DISC scheme. Their continued

use is recommended for Morocco until they can be replaced by a more

appropriate system of export incentives, described in Part II, and the system

of import protection is reformed.

It is further recommended to lower the present minimum limit of 10

million dirhams for the eligibility of trading firms for exemptions from

income taxes. Trading firms have played an important role in the development

of exports in Korea and Taiwan, where they have enjoyed similar privileges.

Their marketing function is of especial importance in Morocco for promoting

exports by small and medium size enterprises that could not undertake
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marketing themselves.

At present, only a single trading firm has reached the minimum of 10

million dirhams. It may be considered appropriate reducing this limit to 2

million dirhams, so as to encourage the development of specialized trading

firms that may export a single product or a few products having similar

characteristics.

Foreign Exchange Allocation

Trading firms should also receive a foreign exchange allocation in the

amount of 3 percent of export value that is granted to producers who do their

own export marketing. And, in all cases, foreign exchange allocations should

be provided automatically, rather than being subject to administrative

requirements. At the time when exchange controls were applied, this was the

case in Korea and in Taiwan where such allocations exceeded the 3 percent

allocation provided in Morocco.

Information and Administrative Procedures

The export promotion measures presently applied in Morocco are not

sufficiently widely known, which fact tends to discourage exports by small and

medium size producers in particular. In order to remedy this deficiency, it

would be desirable to publish a compendium of regulations pertaining to

exports, with a practical explanation of the administrative procedures to be

followed.

The Centre Marocain pour la Promotion des Exportations may play an

important informational role through the publication of brochures and 
the use

of the media to provide information on export promoting measures. The Centre

may also collect information on the availability of foreign markets for

products of interest to Moroccan firms.

There would further be need for simplifying the administrative procedures

presently applied in regard to exports. All producers should be able to

obtain export permits locally, thereby eliminating the need for exporters who

utilize temporary admission procedures to travel to Rabat to obtain the

permits. The procedures pertaining to import permits should also be

simplified and the time needed for customs clearance reduced.

II. The Need for, and the Modalities of, Additional Export Incentives

Incentives to Import Substitution and to Exports

The proposed improvements in the export promotion measures actually

applied would alleviate the difficulties exporters face but would not

materially reduce the extent of discrimination against exports that is due to

incentives for sales in domestic markets which raise the profitability of

import substitution much above that obtainable in exporting. Manufactured

goods are protected by tariffs and import controls; furthermore, a 15 percent

special tax has been levied on practically all imports.

One may regard the special tax on imports as a partial devaluation, which

has not been extended to exports. All exports, then, are subject to a
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discrimination of 15 percent vis-a-vis production for domestic markets, with

manufactured exports suffering additional discrimination as a result of

industrial protection that increases the profitability of domestic sales.

Providing Additional Export Incentives

Substantially reducing the extent of discrimination against exports

(increasing export incentives) is a pre-condition for the rapid expansion of

exports in Morocco. A first step in this direction may be taken by extending

to exports the partial devaluation that took the form of the imposition of a

15 percent special tax on imports. As far as merchandise trade is concerned,

this could be done in two equivalent ways: transforming the 15 percent import

tax into a 15 percent devaluation or providing a 15 percent export subsidy on

value added in exports. The latter could be accomplished by granting a 15

percent subsidy on the fob value of exports and simultaneously removing the

present exemption of imported inputs into export production from the special

import tax.

In either case, the price of imports, and incentives to import

substitution, would remain unchanged since it is immaterial whether import

prices are raised by a 15 percent import tax or by a 15 percent devaluation.

In turn, the domestic currency equivalent of net foreign exchange earnings

from exports would increase by 15 percent under both alternatives. Export

prices would rise by 15 percent as a result of the devaluation in the first

case and the export subsidy in the second while the cost of imported inputs

would go up by 15 percent as a result of the devaluation in the first case and

the elimination of exemptions of imported inputs from the special import tax

in the second.

The Economic Effects of the Two Alternatives

The economic effects of the two alternatives on merchandise trade would

also be the same. The balance of payments would improve as exports increased

in response to the incentives provided. At the same time, to the extent that

the expansion of exports would be accomplished from existing capacity,

production for domestic markets would not be affected, and there would 
be a

corresponding increase in domestic production and employment. Production and

employment would rise further as a result of multiplier effects operating

through demand for domestic inputs used in export production and the spending

of domestic incomes generated by the expansion of imports.

With import prices remaining unchanged under both alternatives,

inflationary effects would be relatively small. In manufacturing industries,

the products exported are sold in domestic markets under protection and hence

their prices to domestic users would not change. Prices of domestic sales

would increase only for those primary products, relatively few in number,

which are both sold domestically and exported, and where the domestic price

adjusts to the export price.

Fiscal Repercussions

Assuming that the increased domestic currency equivalent of sales of

foreign exchange to importers under the devaluation can be transferred to the

government budget, the fiscal effects of the two alternatives would again be
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identical. They can be represented by the fiscal cost of export subsidies

that has been calculated by the Ministere du Commerce, de L'Industrie, de la

Marine Marchande et des Peches Maritimes, Direction de L'Industrie for the

1979 value of exports.

The calculations assume that phosphate exports would be subjected to a 15

percent export tax under the first alternative and would not receive export

subsidies under the second. This appears appropriate as the supply of

phosphate exports is not sensitive to the price, at least in the short run.

By contrast, agricultural as well as manufactured exports respond to the

increased incentives higher prices provide.

Adjusting for phosphates, Morocco's merchandise exports amounted to 5.4

billion dirhams in 1979, with imports under temporary admission estimated at

545 million. Taking further account of imports under drawback and under

"exportation prealable," which are not included in the Ministry's

calculations, imported inputs used in export production, and hence exempted

from the special import tax, may have reached 1 billion dirhams. Calculating

with a net export figure of 4.4 billion dirhams, the 15 percent export subsidy

would have a fiscal cost of 660 million dirhams. This could be financed by an

increase of 3 percentage points in indirect tax rates (the taxe sur les

produits et les services), raising it from 15 percent to 18 percent. Altern-

atively, one may raise taxes on luxury consumption, on incomes and/or on land,

when in the latter two cases the inflationary effects of increased taxation

could be avoided.

The Implications of Export Expansion

The fiscal effects of the proposed measures have been calculated for the

value of merchandise exports in 1979, with no account taken of the

implications of export expansion. Yet, increases in exports will have fiscal

effects both directly and indirectly through the demand for domestic inputs

used in export production and through spending on domestic goods of incomes

generated by the expansion of exports.

Taxes on these increments of incomes and consumption will outweigh the

fiscal cost of subsidies on the increment in exports, thereby providing an

offset to the fiscal cost of subsidies on 1979 export value. The extent of

this offset will depend on the income streams generated through export

expansion as well as on the taxation of increments in incomes and consumption.

Assume for example, that exports increase by one-half in response to the

15 percent explicit or implicit (in the case of devaluation) export subsidy,

raising the fiscal cost of export subsidies to 1.0 billion dirhams. Assume

further that exports have a multiplier of 2, i.e. export expansion has

indirect effects on domestic incomes equal to the increment in (net) exports,

and that income and consumption taxes, taken together, equal 25 percent of the

incomes generated (approximately the average ratio of tax revenue to the gross

national product). With increases in incomes of 4.4 billion dirhams, then,

the tax take will increase by 1.1 billion dirhams, more than offsetting the

fiscal cost of the export subsidy.

In the example, a temporary increase in government revenue would be

required to finance the export subsidy that would eventually become self-
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financing. The time period may extend over three years, with financing needs

declining over the period. Financing may take the form of some combination of

temporary tax increases and borrowing.

Judging from the experience of other countries, the assumed increase in

exports by one-half over a period of three years may be considered

realistic. Thus, rapid increases in exports were experienced in the first

half of the sixties in Korea and Taiwan and in the mid-seventies in Chile and

Uruguay, all of which combined a devaluation of the exchange rate with

reductions in import protection. In the second half of the sixties, similar

results were obtained in Argentina, Brazil, and Colombia that introduced

explicit export subsidies.

The Choice between Alternative Methods of Export Incentives

The choice between the described alternatives (extending the devaluation

to exports or providing subsidies to value added in exports) will depend on

external as well as on internal considerations. External considerations

include the possibility of retaliation by the importing countries in response

to explicit export subsidy that would not occur in the case of the extension

of the devaluation to exports. Retaliation may take the form of the

application of countervailing duties by the importing countries.

The possibility of retaliation on the part of the European Common Market,
Morocco's principal trading partner, is attenuated by reason of the fact that

the trade agreement with the EEC does not preclude the granting of export

subsidies by Morocco and under GATT rules material injury to domestic industry

needs to be proven. Under recent legislation, the proof of material injury is

a pre-condition of the application of countervailing duties in the United

States also, but Morocco would have to sign the Code on Export Subsidies,
negotiated in the framework of the Tokyo Round, in order to benefit from this

provision.

Given the value of Moroccan exports, an increase by one-half is not

likely to cause material injury in foreign countries, so that the application

of countervailing duties is not an immediate threat. However, experience

shows that, in the case of rapid export expansion, subsidies to exports may

eventually be subject to retaliation. In a few instances, such as Brazil,

agreement has been reached on the elimination of export subsidies. Finally,
the International Monetary Fund may object to the continued use of subsidies

and urge the unification of exchange rates.

These external considerations, then, tend to favor extending the

devaluation to exports rather than providing an explicit export subsidy.

Internal considerations point in the same direction. Thus, fiscal constraints

may induce selectivity in the provision of export subsidies while the

extension of the devaluation to exports would apply across-the-board. At the

same time, selectivity is undesirable as the government cannot foresee all

export possibilities and discriminating among exports would not ensure earning

foreign exchange at the lowest possible cost to the national economy.

Rather, phosphates excepting, all exports should receive the same

incentives and it should be left to firms to choose among alternative export

possibilities. In this connection, reference may be made to the case of Korea
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where exports of human hair gave place to the exportation of synthetic hair

and of wigs made of synthetic hair in response to the incentives that were

provided to all potential exports. While wigs were for a time Korea's second

largest export earner, it may not be assumed that the government would have

foreseen these export possibilities. In Morocco's case, domestic and, in

particular, foreign, enterprises may discover opportunities for export that

are not apparent today.

The extension of the devaluation to exports has the further advantage

that it would apply to nonmerchandise transactions as well. The inclusion of

tourism is warranted, since it would improve Morocco's competitive position

vis- -vis other countries and demand is highly responsive to price differences

among alternative suppliers of tourist services. A more favorable exchange

rate would also encourage the repatriation of workers' remittances and limit

the scope of black market transactions. At the same time, as Morocco's

foreign debt is largely publicly held, a devaluation would not add to the debt

service burden.

Conclusions

In this paper, recommendations have been made for improving the operation

of existing measures of export promotion and for introducing additional export

incentives. These incentives may take the form of extending the devaluation

implicit in the introduction of the 15 percent special import tax to exports

or providing explicit export subsidies. While the two alternatives are

equivalent as far as merchandise exports are concerned, external as well as

internal considerations favor the application of the former.

The proposed measures would represent a first step towards a more

rational system of incentives that would provide similar incentives to exports

and to import substitution. It should be followed by the elimination of

quantitative import restrictions, the lowering of import tariffs, and

reductions in tariff disparities. A proposal for the reform of the system of

protection should be available before the end of 1981 and be implemented over

a three to five year period.

Until the system of import protection is reformed, it is recommended that

tax exemptions be maintained on incomes derived from exports. These

exemptions offset only a small part of import protection and their elimination

would reduce the effectiveness of the proposed export incentives.

Apart from increasing exports from existing capacity, continued rapid

expansion would require new investment by domestic nationals as well as

foreign firms in export activities. This purpose could be served by modifying

the existing investment code. Such modifications have been proposed in a

separate note, entitled "The Industrial Investment Code in Morocco."



THE INDUSTRIAL INVESThENT CODE IN MOROCCO

Bela Balassa

The Industrial Investment Code is one of several codes in existence in

Morocco, including the handicraft, maritime, tourist, mining, export and real

estate codes. The incentives provided under the Industrial Investment Code

are by-and-large comparable to those in other domestic and in foreign codes.

Correspondingly, substantial reductions in these incentives would tend to

disfavor manufacturing industries in Morocco. In turn, increases in incent-

ives would run into budgetary limitations by reason of their fiscal cost.

These considerations limit the possibilities for modifying the total

incentives provided under the Industrial Investment Code (for short, the

Code), although they do not exclude changes in its individual provisions. The

present note will take up the following issues: (i) conditions of application

of the Code; (2) treatment of foreign investment: (3) effects on employment,
capacity utilization, and labor training; (4) effects on the domestic produc-

tion of investment goods; (5) regional implications; and (6) selectivity.

I. Conditions of Application of the Code

The present lower limit of 100 thousand dirhams for the application of

the Code seems appropriate and no changes are proposed. Nor is it recommended

to modify the length of the period of application of the Code. While it has

teen suggested that the period is overly long, such will not be the case if

comparisons are made with other codes applied in Morocco or abroad.

At the same time, it would be desirable to extend the application of the

Code to renewal investments that tend to embody new technology Also, the Code

should be applied to service activities benefiting industry, such as firms

-undertaking industrial promotion and studies.

2. Treatment of Foreign Investment

The scope of application of the Code is presently limited to firms where

the share of foreign investment does not exceed 50 percent. And while firms

fully owned by foreigners may benefit from the provisions of the Export code,

the latter does not allow for the duty free entry of machinery and equipment.

Yet, such duty exemptions are used in practicaly all developing countries and

their application in Morocco would be necessary to put exporters on a free

trade footing.

* The author is Professor Political Economy at the Johns Hopkins University

and Consultant at the World Bank. This note expresses his personal views on

questions relating to the Industrial Investment Code in Morocco discussed in

"Note Relative a La Revision du Code des Investissements Industri-els" prepared

at the Ministere du Commerce, de L'Industrie, de la Marine Marchande et des

Peches Maritimes, Direction de L'Industrie.
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It has been suggested that the application of the Code be extended to

foreign direct investment, irrespective of the foreign ownership share in the

firm. This proposition has merit, inasmuch as foreign capital brings with it
technical, managerial, and marketing knowledge. It will be observed, however,
that under high protection foreign investment entails a financial transfer
from domestic consumers and the government budget to the foreign firm. Now,
it is conceivable that the country will suffer a foreign exchange loss as a
result, with the sum of imported inputs and repatriated earnings exceeding the
foreign exchange saving due to the replacement of imports by domestic produc-
tion.

In order to avoid such an eventuality, the application of the Code to
firms with foreign ownership in excess of 50 percent may be made conditional
on the exportation of a certain share of output. Alternatively, rather than
receiving full privileges under the Code, such firms may enjoy these privil-
eges in proportion to the share of exports in their output.

The latter of the two alternatives appears preferable as it entails the
application of an automatic rule while the former would involve administrative
discretion in setting export limits for individual firms. Automaticity should
also be introduced in regard to foreign exchange transfers, including the
transfer of the value of foreign capital at the time of liquidation.

3. Effects on Employment, Capacity Utilization, and Labor Training

It has been claimed that several of the provisions of the Code, including
accelerated depreciation, the 2 percent reduction in the rate of interest paid
on B.N.D.E. loans, and exemptions from duties on imported machinery and equip-
ment, tend to discourage the use of labor and encourage that of capital. To
remedy this situation, it has been suggested that some or all of these mea-
sures be replaced by a subsidy based on increases in employment. Such a
subsidy has also been said to encourage the greater use of existing capacity.

While increases in employment are subsidized in Tunisia, such a measure
has considerable practical difficulties of application and it invites
evasion. Considering further the administrative apparatus necessary to ascer-
tain variations in employment levels over time, and the opportunities provided
for corruption, the introduction of such a measure is not recommended.

At any rate, the 2 percent interest rate reduction does not bias the

incentive system against labor as it applies to credit used to constitute the

firm's fixed as well as the variable capital. Correspondingly, changes in
this provision should be made only in the context of a review of the entire

interest rate structure, including interest rate reductions provided under the
other Codes which generally exceed that for industry.

Finally, the elimination of accelerated depreciation provisions may be
contemplated if some form of replacement cost accounting is adopted since
otherwise the profits of firms, and hence their tax burden, would be overstat-
ed. However, as noted below, provisions for duty exemptions on imported
machinery and equipment should be reviewed.

While the Code does not concern itself with labor training, under a 1974

law, firms pay 1 percent of their total wage bill to the Office de Formation
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Professionnelle and receive reimbursement for part of the cost of manpower
training. It would be desirable to increase the automaticity of the applica-
tion of these provisions and to ensure that the full proceeds of the tax are
utilized for labor training.

4. Effects on the Domestic Production of Investment Goods

At the actual stage of Morocco's economic development, possibilities
exist for the domestic production of various investment goods. These possib-
ilities are not sufficiently exploited at present, in large part because of
the duty free entry of machinery and equipment under the Code. At the same
time, this provision tends to encourage capital intensive investments. -

To remedy these shortcomings of the Code, it would be desirable to elimi-
nate the duty free entry of machinery and equipment, replacing this by the
payment of duties over the period of depreciation. For reasons noted above,
exceptions should be made, however, for export activities when the extent of
these exemptions may be calculated on the basis of the share of exports in the
firm's production in any particular year.

5. Regionalization

Tax incentives provided under the Code vary according to location. In
the case of investments in Casablanca, accelerated depreciation may be applied
to new investments as well as to extensions, but reductions in the corporate
income tax are not granted. By contrast, in Morocco's under-developed
regions, full income tax exemptions are provided for ten years, and accelerat-
ed depreciation may be applied to extension investment (given the exemption
from corporate income tax for a period of ten years, accelerated depreciation
for new investments would not serve a useful purpose). Finally, in the in-
between category, one-half of the benefits enjoyed in the underdeveloped
regions are granted.

While the preferential treatment of regions outside of Casablanca has not
given results according to expectations, additional fiscal measures in favor
of these regions are not recommended, by reason of their budgetary cost.
Rather, it is suggested that the government continues with the establishment

of industrial zones while limiting their number, so as to avoid the undue
dispersion of industrial activities. At the same time, the provision of
physical infra-structure should be complemented by labor training in the form
of the establishment of technical schools and courses.

6. Selectivity

The benefits of the Code are available automatically to all firms that
fulfil the required conditions. Automaticity allows for speedy action and
provides certainty to the firm as to the availability of the benefits without
the need for bureaucratic procedures. It further represents the application
of the "market principle" inasmuch as firms are free to choose among indus-
trial activities.

These considerations call for maintaining the general application of the
Code. At the same time, one should examine the possibility of providing
additional incentives on a temporary basis to the production of capital goods



that may be considered an infant industry. This would, however, require a
coordinated approach for the development of this industry where the experience
of the World Bank may be utilized.

Concluding Remarks

In this note, recommendations have been made in regard to the proposed
reform of the Industrial Investment Code. The preliminary nature of these
recommendations should be emphasized; they will be revised once more definite
proposals- for the revision of the Code are prepared by the Moroccan authori-
ties.

BBalassa:nc



January 30, 1981

Mr. John W. Mellor
International Food Policy Research Institute
1776 Massachusetts Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear John,

I enclose the paper on '"Trade Among Developing Countries 1973-1977." 1
will send you the stpropsa for research on the subject in the near future,

I 1was unablo to find the nmea bf the person who wrote on the comema
agricultural policy. Howevez, I proevide below0 the address of Mr. Moamamad
Zubair rhan who Is a forner student of mine anid Is now a consultant for the
World Bank in Sri Lanka. Khan is an expert on effetive prtection, doesetic
resure cost and he in also a trained eonomtriclano

I very much enjoyed out lunch, next tie it will be my turn to Invite
YOU*

Yours sinerely,

Enclosure Bela Balaa

Mr. Mohim-nd Zubair Khan
Advisor
Ministry of Finance and Planning
53 Ward Place
Colombo 7
Sri Lanka

<4
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Professor J. H. Dvinning
Head of Department
Department of Eatmomics
Faculty of Lettsg adn Social Sciences
University of Reading
Whitaknights
Reading RG6 2AA
England

Dear John,

I an afraid that ymxr letter of Octoer 30th has gone astray and the copy
.f th. le.tereae me ... y now. I wil In.uie.t at the Book a .
possibility of a visit her* aned I vdll lot yea know at the "zitot

Yours sinerely,

Bela salassa



JAMA&Zy S0, 1981

Professor Tbbzg-shlan TU
The Institute o at eonmie
Academia Stales,
Nanks"S Taipei Talwon
Republic of China

Dear Professor YWu

I T O 4Pt Of "Or letter Of JAWASY 16th which crossed mine dated
Janmmry 23rd. The Deeembet 18-20 dates are fine with so.

With beat regat~s,

Your*sleatgely,

Bela 381*844$ -*



January 30, 1981

Dr. Maxell J. Pry
Department of NEonceltes
University of Hawaii
2424 Malle Way (Roca 342)
Honolulu, Havaii 96822

Dear Max,

I an sorry to havre msaeW you again. I; was happy to hear, hoever , that
you may be moving to California. This will give us nor* occasions to meet.

While I would very mch like you to join me in a mision to Turkey, this
may not be possible bease the Region has already contacted Goernour Silva
Lopes. I will let you knowr, howeer, if something develops.

Tha~nkr you for inviting me to present a paper at the next AAEA meeting.
Needless to* may, my ain Interest would be in writing a paper on exchange rate
disquilibrum but I could also do oe an domestic distorting measuxes.

With boat regards,

4WSincerely your s,

Bela Balassa
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Jauary 30" 1981

Mr. Ul1Attim Akturk

State Plarming Oxassenttt
(Devlat Plaul= Takltet)
Rasbahali
Bakanliklar
Ankara, Turkey

Dear Mtr. Aktutk:

I as worry to haes saad you an my vinit to A*&asa In your abese, I
had discuato= vith seeral of yews collaborators, as wall as with the
Minster of Industry and the Director General of the Treasury, on recent
oconeale developments to Tuzkey, my May mssiotn for the World Bak, the
January 1981 reform of the Import regime, and the lem tem study on
prtetion and Incentives. I also had discussions on the long term study with
Ptofessois Hie, Alkin and fEtux r

Pzrfeosoz Hie has Indicated to me that he In prepared to assme the task
of coordination of the long term study. Given his flue reputation and
experience with survey work, this would be an *xelest solution, provided
that be would be assisted by a full-time ptoject anager with responsibility
for the day-to-day direction and supervsiotn of the firm survey and of the
subooquoint calculations.

Professor Hie suggests to cover, In the fir*a smple asvvy, the eutlr*
manfacturing sector as oriially proposed by the Bank. I emmider this to
be a desirable alternative and have accordingly revied the budget, vwhich is
enclosed together with a draft proposal to the Reeseh Candlttee of the Bank
for financlag. The draft proposal also Indicates the assistance the U*s
could provide to you in the implemettion of the project.

If you ogree, these documents will be submitted to the Research
C, mItteo, to be considered at its aid March meting. For the Research
Committee to pass Judgment on the proposal, we would need a formal request.
from you for financing, with an endorsement of the reserch proposal and the
budget. It wuld be neessary to indicates at the *e t mo, the financal
value of the contribution SPO vill be zthakin to the long term project.

Looking forward to heaving ft=e you, I remean

Sinerely your#,

Enclosure Sol& Bolas*&

cc and ceaered with Mossrs. Dubey, KMNiP and Brek, EM2

cc; tRessis. Davar , Zoman, 10K2



Is 28 gamvier 1981

Yloatear Patrick Quillasmmt
Unerite do Clermont

Pawltea do* Sciences Reomomiques
M4
41, Aml1e=e=d Corgavia
63002 Clemont-errand
Franes

Cher mI,

Jo quia "0Soli do VSu airt SMOAne lore do n doalotr paseago it
Paris. Rsk offe, jo ma TAao"**&" dev revoi ante I atet fi ja ant
tonn libro powr do1emor cow vae le maesseI 7 janvier.

YM. nsemnet, I& eneseata do M. Bertbolot a* a,& pas fat
part do votr& pemier image ot ceat *=Umesst 1lendaain sgm j'al au

amamtnamm do votr eseaade naammmgamsaon. A a* ma~t14, *an plus
librG powr Is es6eese J'avala petU s Seetalo do M. borthelot 4* vous

"st eatte ams mite

Vouilas croe, Cher adi, A I'aamrane do ams osentt los

mailloure.s

BeaSxe



to 28 mwirer 1981

Avemen La mt #gt

330 4,S

nea eki em roeeted or ated 9dtmr tto
A um etou dur 1=5 paoyqpm 4nm ami &rgn =dtre=m* leta

a aan is, rgret d*u vaus, ep sialar qu 11te houe ate i l somble
alIfte eqojf t'ssgetu vaeM nSS yaftiBaqes moudia a ftr pe

an uomt o4 faur tuI olau.AI.fi o o.d mr t4

as ee gai A 4 
mtan Al $ e s d s t A ai

jo compte me arar reaptie an Tualsle ot an Tur""i; par toutre
jo Saet amamls projet de voyage poor la mos do julm.

Jea* ouaisat =ahesann sa m te rcmt* teastn du
pasobb dos effets e d 44--tu lea flux comera = par's le change.

In effet, Clat un aujoit =rT: .... ~a sulvi dagus 119tuo qu 'ai=
priparde, our Le effete dos tes do choose fluctuants our IGO fthamw

asasatowz, dent une cople "te joitime A cotto lottre.

REwwwm adrexamt A ea tour a"e males voomm pour I'mspfe
nouvello, je vous prio do crolvo, eber mAn, A as ***= mre suvaera.

Enclosed: Flexible ftchange Rates and the Balane of Paymonts (Reprint)



Mer. Irmst Stern, VPO deamaey 26, 19K1

Dole, 'sass**s DRC

1. The*~ you for youre cmats on my paper on Krea*s At the asme ties I
would be Inclined to modifty youir saomaet In wbeb ydm expesedn muw as
to *how embh a star porfemer tL41 he*s uch a sessy policy frammork." In
fact, Krees a Me ommd to be a star porfommr, at last for the teme betagg
because of the desteoation of its policy etormoees aregard to the
exchange rwto, mser&-,oconowe policy* and laesent allocaion.

2. You are correct in sag that "a mazI devaluation will bave to be
followed by idul-*dJustet a*, amlss thoy got prices med wgsusider
control." This .. expais my rotommesat~o for a 'eam~lation of polleles..
with a wage restralat accoeemytng a mne stop devaluation etff
reductions and disltationr mnotary and fiscal polltiZ7s If those
Volialos do not mmooed In radminag the ate of Inflation to an extent
necessary to avoid further extbas ratme chafsse 4hafes.a In the rates will1
Indeed be secom=-*y in order to keep$ the rolexchan" meto'sast. (The
nazi-davaluation wmAni be designed to U&te a depr-eation of the ezebA*ms
rate 1% real team*.) But, In the past, Wsmam did miantals its exchange rat*
unebarged for long perioda (1965-48, 1972-1974, 1975-78).

deauationta, so as to avoid an Inflationary push from devaluation. induced
Increases In fmsa prices. rialty. foreign Invoisemet t I booking, Isums
and transportation would help tho Noren expert effort.

ccf iMr. Jaex
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O[ICE MEMORANDL1
TC) DATE:

Mr. Guy P. Pfeffermann, LCNVP January 26, 1981

FH IQ A Bela Balassa, DRC

The Measurement and the Effects of Inflation

1. This is a belated reaction to your memos "How to Measure International

Inflation" (October 8, 1980) and "Cost of High Inflation" (October 27,
1980). Both of these memos raise important questions to which there is no

easy answer.

2. The choice of the international inflation index will have to depend on

the purpose of the investigation. It is customary to use wholesale prices and

unit labor cost 1,f)s t e ninne changes in export competitiveness. This

will not work, however, with primary exports and some ars ago an article in

the IMF Staff Papers attempted to devise a method for this case. As to import
prices, the U.S. wholesale price index has been re-weighted to correspond to

the composition of the domestic price index in Mexico also. It should be

recognized, however, that U.S. wholesale prices may not move parallel with

international prices, in part because of price differentiation between

domestic and foreign markets and in part because of exchange rate changes that

affect prices with a lag.

3. I come now to the most difficult question, the cost of high inflation.

I had a discussion on this with Hans Schmitt the other day before his

departure for Israel on a Fund mission and we agreed that our knowledge of

this question is woefully limited. There is evidence in the work of

Bresciani-Turroni, Cagan, and others that hyper-inflation has a considerable

cost due to disruptions in economic life. I would assume that this cost

increases exponentially with the rate of inflation. It will also be affected,
however, by the extent of indexing. Following Friedman, Schmitt argued that

the cost of inflation may be minimized by indexing. This leaves out of

account the uncertainty due to the lack of indexing of profits, with adverse

on production and investment. At the same time, in the presence of

widespread indexing, it is more difficult to reduce the rate of inflation.

4. In my "The Newly Industrializing Developing Countries After the Oil

Crisis" I argued that high inflation rates in Argentina and Israel have given

rise to considerable disruption, leading to a decline in the rate of economic

growth. This conclusion Is n+d9itted1ly improssionistic and, to reach more
definite results, one would have to examine the experience of the two

countries in some detail. This would be of considerable interest, I believe,

cc: Messrs. Ardito-Barletta, LCNVP; Landau, LCNVP; Selowsky, DED;

LAC Senior Economists
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Mr. Guy P, Prf iforann, 1889 Janary 26, 1981
ses alasae DRC

Th esureet and the Effects of Inflation

i. This to a belated rection to yee "Bg-ya to ftomr n terntina
Inflation" (October go 1980) and mCat of R19h Inflatise" (October 27#190 Both ofeet sea moo raie important questions to whia thera Is n

2. The choice of teM international Inflation Index will have to depmwd onth purspose of the Iwmot1X4stIon* It is cstomary to use wholeaalo pricoa adunit -labor cost Indic** to exaine changes In export competatwuss hwtI not work, howmrle with priary *Mwrtsa and amn yeas agoM an aril inthe IM Staf apers attempted to deviso a method for this cast. As to Importprice*, Mthe& ..wesale price index has been re v Ighted to aereapond totheempsitonof the domesatc price Index In exaico 61 It should bereonie, bweve, tha U.S wholsale prese ay not no"s paallel with
Intrntlwd reAw lapat becsse of prie differ-ntlato between

domnti an foel"msrstsan In part beause fl excashage rate chbanges that

3o I come now to the most difficult quastion, the cost of high inflationI had a discusiim on this with Bans Sett the other day before bindepature for lsreel on a Pnwd mission and we agrwWd that our knoedge ofOle;que tio to wefully lmitted. There Is evidence in the work ofBrseai-Turroul Casas, and others. that byper-infatln has a cnsideralecast'" due t4 sts n laenmict life. I ou asum that ti ostIncreases expoentially with the rate of Inflation. It will also be affetedhowwoerp by the extent of Indoxfvg. Following Friedman, Sebuitt argued thatthe east of Inflation ay be mtplaea by Inexng Thi l e ou ofaccount the uneauty de to the laek of Indexing of profits,, with adverseeffecs on production ad-lur at. At the same temat in the prsec ofwidespead Indexing, It Is S"difficult to reduce the rate of inflation

4. In my "The Nw, Industn ngaDeveopig Counie,,At,, theOi
Crisis*00 Iaustti 6gh Inflation rat** In Argentina ad Israel have givenris to aoodll disruption,, loag to a decline In the rate of ecnmict
growtt- Ta cnclusne Is admittedly Impssloeedstc and, to rach waedefinite results, eve v"14 kw to examine the experiene of the twoeatfen to *amE detail. Thi would be of cosiderable Interest, I beie,given iarmms ne thse Institutions which ae bound to affect the oume.

cc*. MossrewArEdito-Darlett&, LCNVP; Landau, LCNP; Selemmky, DID;
tAC Senior Reonowsta
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January 26, 1981

Mr.Ira Adelma
Uspartment of Aggemtueral

ada Rse"eso zeme"-aw
atwMty *f Cautoammia at ftdwley

srke, California 94720

Dear Irma,

Thank yMu for yme letter Of December SMt VMdah T004bad US
on my return fwmb a lmng eti &Uv"s. I .- erasma freson im Ca h t O
"Tos in and Iete a i SOT smgto %me Ui*d f te

I do sat expect take ts ay taw In the pawe I Prelamtod at
the Confense on "Tbe Process of adseet Damerwaista and Altors"*=

D"46mt Strategies." awgewt tb* papu er hai os gTato sklaasy
edted at the Itaesamt 7amwSeet~ ofsa Prietas== Wvtev*etY. You
night elht s s the eited veon.s I 1t b* able to swd It to you In
a few weeks.

-amn gA pwI a l nae e nmsr tplwd eto wrie, 1 w Pdadd ds ane the juaari

4 aUmmker of asd'OLO reaed m a ddilow a*t**W. I an
vsawdenus pw d0ur ming the s-and disesmes It with a nwWauw Of

smassemson my Aw u eti t Bssewet is aM*Mte I Wonder, tumemte, if
you could ge a time un*t 4M.

to Chia. 11Wwwwar. Asuew s s acresees as t I thom tbs of &Ar 400wd
faully W~tea,

Sinerely your*,

3*1a msaa
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onalses mly ebiik for W5 wtit te reuet 1tbut you filxa t to thee

myou" 9ea sAle
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Mr.Gu ? me affoxm, I=PJnur 3,10

11hatuatt &ad1Kraosr ake a disAtinct bawon the abort-torn,, Ivtmest*as-
tomm, and lasee i effect* of efseme, t they limit their attention to
tadea policy and tea mnhmW rat* and 'he" littleto s say on the time pattern
of the refom measures.

2. At the same tibes as yms aotem the anser to far from'simple. Uhile
chavng s ti~temay expecatnas woud sq**saaatnt* shock troatimt, tariff
raetmm vml ed toa e radueal to ort tamnat disleettons. Tha
Inflatioary policlew follawod In 1974-73 to Chile, will quaifyp as sheek
treatment, foee mpse. we. tariffs were, redeced aver a fare-year period.

3. Therme ar seveal tvatesees of polley reform thalt ould be studied,
with ae was to arriiaug at *wme cnclusions about the relattwo mete of
gradualim and *boak tr*&tsentw They include Korea, 1"64-45; Irazil, 19-671

Chfla, 1974-761 Vs y, 1974-6g rt$ 1 1978-79t andatay, 1110-4i*
Perhaps a few pepewho are familia w than b contite col et toether
talk about the reeatla** Outasd of ti Am ertea, lAMe 19ntt of the

De has ben Ivoeam to Prtuall ilbnegow wrote... on Xrowsa V611as ins
the rdnotsm stiosj and I Itnow the Turklab situation quit* wall.

cot Mr.a ArditoS*arletto, LCNV



Janary23, 1981.

Mr. Roba er"W1 a-Groall" emam

23M0 U4ii 1, Potf 4309

DowVi. Waller0008

sTbs Is to t~aov you o mya up apr fur the ciarmth Velmma
will be sesaeda amirss te aemt of Fas..ww. The MSaa of to Paerm
is ==.&..trw rgiamp"M les f a**t the Dweaspod Cousmes." The

popw auisAw he bimailaannttw ofab it the devleplas esmtriass

for dusrum f tos 4v~lpu% 4"ties



Ne. - Bety utoxam, DRC Junmmy 23, 1981

Bola Sataws&, D&C

ftport Inesivea study in Geece

Plamma e a McmmUa Roesec In te ameu of $10,000. im paesatm
s am besesa *f ete copeto oft he drafreaport by the Cienr.

*44



Mar. Sbesar Atbjwya, M9 January 23, 1981

Belta SAlaMM, DRC

Isawrcha projeet 671-35

1 busa Jont lare that, d4" to a clemUa "Tore, the Ma Of
fisawtan tomitsme" on the eutreet wItb the Crook Coster for ?%Lanni"

and Muanic awssat Me 'be a sWW Ian a smt lassw than th* fee cAmm
la the "untratt. iTbus, jbilo st eestacs amInude a total amut 
$35,000. only $23,000 hs bown comied As te rs.ewas& Is belus
eaopleted, it 21I1 be mwssv to towilt $10,000 for P&Yatm of the
final itaulame In the tostacte.

I vosUd apecsate your attestima to tis mater. Lot as ad
that the final semitoat Is wthue the bosiget of the project.

aatoses



JAwuwy 23, 1"1h.

UM4 D.4wute

Ilinoisn 60430

r"ensed 4t v In.moctly oddnoseto the wIA ak;
t SUGG be addrs ess enally. At the sass tsio, I a en etited
to a tMow--t ae a wof et e, MAswem lssamig Awasogates and an
autboar of VOatlowmm to aw fisr sa.

t beeby roasm doe renteta soy of yae 161n3.

Your* mlsy,*

fteloe"a Se salam
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asuy 23, 1981.

Mr. Dreana nwon
c/o Mr=. Now.."

DITOner
weialse d ome td ilsr

Dear Brendan;

I hae romtdmed yewr latst uamo co&Vwulthe Mtgala tivoae.
of tba peiet. I hoa spoeti Vedul Cas arter an Wte sg It sma
terse will be so diffiestyp In extemi" te eosat. leust is fter
Sivem to the flumalna of your "oa In Sabot bwyead Deember 1981.

1 SOCIO84 a Ows of or -es -ta "%U a trsesi a -- Co"s
In PIC1110o." tomay I ask you t see as a co"y of %e Fenchi trmiaem.

ewme you cmsplat* It. I would &Ula1wu to raevie a copy of the French
tansation of wy ear~Uw mot* as axpot Imcmetwves.

With Wast regatta,

Aalu o* ly'

ucloor so"a Rase."

- -



Jammmy 23, 1981

Ac. dsasa-Sluice
the -- Taip-e Taian-.a

Door Ifr. WTu

nme s ems my day re spnsse to your letter of October 27th
but it to only mmg ata t am give you a deflaits .. sver cee my
tim asabemw . I Could Participat te a ofomoo Reemase beiftlopat
LuTalvsan you are aeass if it aveaou o Anmots 2 to S. t am

arrmve a sTep" sm haet 2. Smua In the ma m would have to e ave
again on Ampwte 5, Wedeay In- tU h early aftenn.

Sparigatleman at -tho onferene would be la a private awmoity
as thcoeasor of PolAita Isoeno a tbe JOtAO Akm Vata sermstY t sadds
not be Idented sa commulantw to b them a ask Ths ases the uestiem
of fluamelaagAaMrt fro 4pproximately me weak speam at the Caufaom and

am traelt, t woulds eed about two weeks to write the paper for the Co..rouas.
I mouli als IIU to be volmaused fore fiste casan ed etp taele beteen
Waa-logtom mad Tatpmt

May I add that my -- wautb fiee a the asmA look, wbich Is wa
I would hae tooe goI enenue o with peparation for, ad paretepa
at the Comfeemm to $389 a d ay& Tbas stU r se approm oly $420 a of
mm&a lot.

Toam*sincemrely,

Bea Dal""s



Jeamiasy 23, 1981.

Hoban aSeurites 9=sluno"
and Plasas oe-o*atim
"'1akule TA K*aTkee st iklal Cadid"

Isanbul

Dear Mir. cedual

isi Is t* tbamb rms for, thea -0041001"Nn YOU ade for us In
Itnbul.t I very aabt mjoyepd the cowwarsaitim I had with you and adhero,
I expect to be to Istanbult IS MAi siGY 12 ==G===fM Wthi MY 3mMeAgS tmAk
bank O...MM mtslan on delopent policiese an Iee 1m* foww to eeing
you tbon.

Tam staeer,

So s.a Easmm



WORLD DANK / INTLHNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORAT -N

01kCE MEM\ivRANDU0
TO: Mr. Roberto Gonzales-COfinO, LC2 

DATE: January 23, 1981

I-alassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Jamaica

1. As my advisory report on Jamaica was written for government decision-

makers, there was no need to provide a discussion of the non-economic problems

and difficulties of which they are familiar. Among economic constraints, my

recommendations simultaneously addressed easing foreign exchange limitations

and improving the system of incentives in the short run by the use of a simple

expedient, the parallel exchange 7br"t. The elimination of quantitative

restrictions will, however, require time for adjustment and prematurely

forcing this issue, and proposing oversimplified remedies, can only be

harmful.

2. Mr. Moran would do well to read the remainder of the paragraph on p.

2. Nor should one underestimate the sophistication of Jamaican decision

makers, who had no difficulty in understanding my verbal exposition of the

ideas contained in the advisory report.

cc: Messrs. Landell-Mills, PPR; Meyer, LC2; Moran PPR

BBalassa:nc



Mir. a"y P. Pfef femm*. IAMP .January 23, 19$1.

m so a -a MBC

micro-Adjustamta Piesah 14meet

1. As you Imma, I esa your m=etimmt as the Mer*-Adjusamt
ptoweh roect. The only thing to Odd is that we should exploe the
posibility of hautvi ittrio Corbe coordae the Pr*Jst. While I
Vag only e--amil with Corbo's ee--etleAl witins, I have now ISATU"
thot he as dme an e=mell*ent ial sudy on the ewmppa effect*
of trads in Chile.

2. Ned-less t s ayr, we would be"n to se Cotbo befoe eossetting
ourselves. PeAmaps tas e mbu could vsdI klu to arrmvg a uetnS.e LeUe
should talk to d* Malte on this I order to &"eId that they call his ewpately.

ct asers==. AditoBaetta, 1ALCM; ILadAss. LOWf

p.tsoa



jamsay 23, 1981

Nostea,, asseebsts 023

Dar Pal,

I mn at & Iems to undestad thei seledm lotter. ?bes two
papae I *at me ex nom t 7*t In Ob"s for aw et s; I simply wasted
to ave an apessie of Istsoae 7mv ort. I WMIAd *mxsse that
you diseard tho pegmr om Kema vkeba I will revs onlin Maarch. Tba
Paer.-sutrl MAdjustment 3*e***aw bowever, Ws"ml be mady Wthina
a few weeks. Commmtse would bo appreciated.

Your@ simmvesty,

Enm r*i Bala Salamma
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xr. Guy P. Mef for , gmBV Jammary 23, Ml8

IOUa Valaa, DRC

1policy Ro""-- to xxternal nheehe

1.pr 14m r. T0ma*e referene "shit mAlals" sad to -Pore and ant
so pvxe effectO* it Wasu so"n that he dia net snem my mathodoleay
that has bae well received withnan mi tbout the Xmk. A to the lack
of eesoim, It was expresly satede In my meme tat the emelual4me
will be written only vbem tho amwseatvsma to tompted. Finally, tbo
data an debt aseie atims esnaud the oevisa of public ad private
debt and we derived diecstly tnes baimwn of psyments stmaits.

2. . Loat ie add that my ustbod was also applied to Peru by tr. Abse~adm-Salab
mbe, as You law, Umla a h59* postia in the peasomt goerenst. NY 4tismml
of te Forim am relies in part an his contribution to tbo OEM0 ftlpmnt
entre's satf I am directing.

ect iMr. Thom, 1XI

gmali=asau



Jamsay 22, 1981

Mrs. Janet lv1
Bruebwood Crapbles
2619 Maryland Avenue
Baltimoe, Morylaud 21218

Dear Mrs* ues

I ovelso the corrected page preofs of Chapter I to 3. The tables are
fine but I would lito e duc* *buncivg* s as to laproe roadability.
Please aseaae Table 2.2 from Table 2.1 by inserting two text pages eteean
thou. The owan eting shmad be done ith Toklos 23,4 2., 2#3, and 2.6,
onsuring further tat Table 2.6 Is put *a tvo pairs of focing pa$** I th ed
book. Tarie should also be two twMt ~*gn bewen Table 2.6 and 2.7.

I would also Ilk* moe spacing In Cboptor 3. In tble case It way suffic*
to Insert t** text pages between Tables 3.3 and 3.4. 1 he"a that thee
canes will nt cause troutlo.

We w:UI serA you the front matter and the indexs In about a week. We will
be able to prooed rapidly once we Sot the prooft. It would aso be useful If
I could got the ontire book to final foms thes you sa reedy to send it to

Rost wlthoi* for the New Year.

9180*realy,

Enclosure Rola Balassa



WNCLD BANK / 1NTERNATIONAL FINANCE CCRPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Messrs. Adi J. Davar, EM2; and Vinod Dubey, EMNVP D January 22, 1981

Bela Balassa, DRC

Supplement to Back-to-Office Memo, Turkey, January 12-71, 1981

1. I enclose a memorandum containing recommendations on the tasks and

composition of the May 1981 mission. prepared in the light of discussions I had

in Turkey on January 14-17, 1981. May I suggest that we hold a meeting to

discuss the contents of this memorandum, and other matters relating to the

mission, at the earliest.

2. 1 further enclose a note, prepared for submission to the Research

Committee on the financing of the long-term study on protection and incen-

tives, together with the revised budget. According to Turkish officials,

counterpart funds could not be used to finance the long-term study, since this

would require a separate budgetary appropriation. At the same time, I indi-

cated to the SPO representatives the need for their participation in the

financing of the project.

cc: Messrs. Zaman, Berk,Roy, Ms.Saito, EM2

rlease, VPO; Landell-Mills, PPR

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc



The May 1981 Mission on Industrialization and Trade Strategy in Turkey

Bela Balassa

1. As stated in the revised economic and sector work program for Turkey,

the purpose of the mission is to review the impact of the January 1980 econom-

ic reform and other subsequent policy measures relevant to external trade and

industrial performance. In the following, recommendations will be made on the

tasks and composition of the mission in the light of discussions I held in

Turkey on January 14-17, 1981.

2. The Dervis-Robinson macro-economic model has been transferred to Turkey

and it has been modified and extended by Professor Celasun in the framework of

a Bank-financed research project. In particular, the unrealistically high

technological change variable has been substantially adjusted downwards and

the data base has been revised, attaining conformity with Turkish official

statistics. It is expected that the final report on the model will be avail-

able by April 1981.

3. In view of the extensive work carried out in Turkey, modelling tasks by

the mission may be limited to having alternative estimates made by changing

parameter values in the model as revised by Celasun, who is prepared to under-

take the necessary runs. This would necessitate investigating the choice of

parameter values before the departure of the mission. Following the return of

the mission to Washington, one may further experiment with alternative vari-

ants of the model so as to derive medium-term projections.

4. The Dervis-Robinson-Celasun model is not suitable for making short-term

projections. At the same time, recent and expected future changes in macro-

economic variables, including the money supply and budgetary receipts and

expenditures, would need to be reviewed for the better understanding of the

economic effects of the reforms undertaken since January 1980. This may

require a staff member on the mission in addition to one concentrating on

medium-term modelling.

5. The mission should further include a financial specialist, with respon-

sibility for reviewing the financial system and interest rates in Turkey.

Special attention would need to be given to the effects of changes in the

level and structure of interest rates following the freeing of the rates in

June 1980; the structure and the competitiveness of the banking system; the
mobilization of savings; and the medium-and long-term financing of the princi-

pal sectors. The mission member would also do preparatory work for the plan-

ned FY83 mission on the financial sector.

6. It would further be desirable to analyze the economic effects of recent

and prospective tax reforms in Turkey. These reforms modify the system of

incentives, in particular incentives to investment and to export, and also

have relevance for wage policy. Correspondingly, it is suggested to add a

fiscal specialist to the mission.

7. The fiscal specialist would cooperate with the mission member who would

have the task of reviewing the system of incentives in Turkey. The incentive

measures to be covered include import licensing and tariffs, export subsidies,

incentives to invest, and the treatment of foreign capital. The mission
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member would also participate in the supervision of the protection and incen-

tives study sponsored by the SPO.

8. The state economic enterprises have not generally responded to market

signals and the January 1980 reforms affected their pricing policy but not

their mode of operation. The reform measures under preparation (see memo on

Recent Economic Developments in Turkey) would represent a first step towards

increasing independence of the SEE. A staff member on the mission should be

given the responsibility to review the policy issues relating to the SEEs and

to prepare the FY82 mission on the performance and problems of SEEs.

9. Agriculture in general, and agricultural exports in particular, are of

considerable interest to the Turkish government and to the Bank. At the same

time, increases in agricultural production and exports would require improve-

ment in various areas, including the organization of production, extension

services, erosion control, storage facilities, the availability and cost of

agricultural inputs and machinery, financial requirements, marketing, trans-

portation, and port facilities. It would be useful if a member of the mission

reviewed these issues, in order to identify the bottlenecks to future expan-

sion and possible remedies. Agricultural pricing would also need to be dealt

with and recommendations made on the government's proposed agricultural pric-

ing study.

10. Given the potential importance of food processing in Turkey, another

mission member may concern himself with questions relating to the processing

of fruits, vegetables, meat, and wheat, including production costs, marketing,

as well as technical issues. Attention would further need to be given to the

possibilities for foreign investment in this sector. Ideally, the performance

of these tasks would require a consultant who is a specialist in food process-

ing.

11. In view of the fact that reviews of the energy sector and the engineer-

ing subsector are planned for FY81, there is no need for a specialists in

these areas. However, the government as well as TSKB would welcome including

minerals and mineral based chemicals in the purview of the mission. Consider-

able export possibilities exist in this sector and, under the new regulations,
foreign investment is also allowed. At the same time, the sector, just as the

agriculture and food processing, may provide opportunities for Bank and IFC

investment.

12. Finally, the question of work on tourism would need to be raised.

While this may appear to be a long-range prospect, inquiries have been made,
among others by Aga Khan, for the construction of hotels in several regions in

Turkey. At the same time, the danger is that in the absence of an overall

plan on tourism decisions will be made in a piecemeal fashion. If we could

obtain the services of an outstanding expert, I would suggest to have him

participate in the mission in order to review the prospects for tourism in

Turkey and to examine desirable measures that may be taken to expoit this

potential.

BBalassa:nc



The Study on the Protection
and Incentive System in Turkey

Bela Balassa

1. The implementation of the study on the Protection and Incentive System

in Turkey conforms to the provisions of the Structural Adjustment Loan

(Supplement). It will be carried out by a Turkish research team, selected by

the State Planning Organization, that retains overall responsibility for the

research.

2. The objective of the study is to make recommendations on policies of

protection and incentives, with account taken of the problems some Turkish

industries may encounter in the process of trade liberalization. In conform-

ity with the stated objective, the study will evaluate the incentives provided

to individual industries and their comparative costs on the basis of a firm

sample survey. This will involve calculating effective protection and subsidy

rates, as well as domestic resource cost ratios and rates of social profitab-

ility, by utilizing the methodology established in Bank research.

The Firm Survey

3. The Turkish manufacturing sector is divided into 84 four-digit indust-

ries. In five of these industries there are no private firms or such firms

account for less than ten percent of value added, leaving a total of 79.

Using the same criterion, public firms are of importance in altogether 45

industries. Assuming that adequate coverage would require including two or

three private firms from each industry in the sample, approximately 200 firms

will need to be surveyed in the private sector. A smaller number of firms per

industry may be surveyed in the public sector, where an industry is often

dominated by a single firm, with a total of about 60 firms. Calculating with

an average of four mandays per firm, the survey will require about 1000 man-

days.

4. The questionnaire to be used in the firm survey will be that previously

employed in Bank research, with adjustments made for Turkish accounting prac-

tices. The questionnaire will be subjected to trial applications, with sub-

sequent modifications, if necessary, before utilizing it for the entire sample

of firms. Data on nontraded inputs, such as electricity, gas, water, and

construction, will also be collected.

5. For each industry, the firms to be included in the sample survey will

be chosen so as to ensure a representative selection of products, the coverage

of a substantial proportion of the industry's output and, to the extent poss-

ible, comparability between private and public firms in each industry. In

preparation of the selection of the firm sample, a list of major firms will be

established for each industry, with an indication of their product composition

and the value of output, together with the product mix and output value for

the entire industry.

6. The firm survey will be concentrated in three regions that account for

85 percent of value added in private, and 65 percent of value added in public,

manufacturing in Turkey. The regions, with their value added share in private

and public manufacturing in parenthesis are: Istanbul, Bursa, Kocaeli, and

Zoguldak (65 percent, 42 percent), Izmir (9 percent, 14 percent), and Adana
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and Icel (10 percent, 9 percent). In a few cases, such as food processing,

firms in other regions may also be surveyed.

The Determination of Prices and Costs

7. Turkey applies quantitative import licensing that may raise protection

above that provided by tariffs; however, competition may have reduced the

domestic price below the tariff-inclusive import price in some cases. In

order to allow for these possibilities, evaluating the extent of incentives

and comparative costs will require comparing domestic prices with internation-

al prices (cif prices in the case of imports and fob prices in the case of

exports). Price comparisons encounter particular difficulties in Turkey, in

part because of the long-standing isolation of many of its industries from

imports and in part because of rapid inflation. The former may require ob-

taining price information from abroad while the latter may be dealt with by

calculating averages of domestic prices for the year 1980, for which the

survey will be undertaken.

8. Attention will also need to be given to the revaluation of machinery

and equipment in the face of the rapid inflation of recent years. This will

necessitate obtaining information on the dates when investments were under-

taken, and using the relevant price indices to estimate present values.

9. The full-scale firm survey will begin in May, by which time firm data

for the year 1980 will be available. It is expected that the survey will be

completed by the end of 1981 and that the preliminary estimates of incentives

and comparative costs will be available by March 1982. The estimates will be

prepared utilizing the computer program developed in the course of Bank re-

search.

10. A preliminary evaluation of the estimates and the first version of

policy papers on reforming the protection and incentive system will be ready

in June 1982, followed by final versions at the end of 1982. A detailed time

table for the year 1982, together with a listing of the policy papers, will be

prepared in late 1981.

Bank Participation

11. Mr. Balassa will review the questionnaire, participate in the selection

of the firms in the sample, and provide general advice on the research project

in May 1981, when he will lead a Bank mission to Turkey. He will further

review the progress of the research project in late 1981 when he will visit

Turkey to discuss the report of his mission with the government. Mr. Balassa

will return to Turkey in 1982 to participate in the review of the policy

papers and in discussions on the policy recommendations.

12. Mr. Noel will assist Mr. Balassa in the course of his participation

in the May 1981 mission. He will further spend two periods of 1-2 weeks each

in Turkey to advise on the firm survey and on the methodology of the research

project. The project will be monitored by the Turkey Division of the Bank.
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i- Data sear-h, or-anization

-enaLcment 1.750.0CC,- 1.550.000,-

Data anaysis 7.

iii- Policy papers 700.000,- 00.000,-

V- n 150.000,- 150.000,-

B- SAMPLING and INTERVIEWING COSTS. 1.700.000,- 3.500.000,-

4- Fees Lor interviewers 1.200.000,- 5.000.000,-

ii- Travel costs 500.000,- 500.000,-

C- )0PESTIC TRAVEL COSTS 250.000,- 250.000,-

(Ankara-Istanbul)

- 0FFTCE IC STS 400.000,- 400.000,-

TOTAL 5.650.000,- 6.850.000,-

Exchange rate % 1 TL. 90

Z 62.780,- $ 76.110,-

in the name of the executive

committee of the research group

16.Januery 1981

Associate Prof. Tevfik ERTUZUIN
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